
Kiron Interactive Launches the GOAL 
Premier Virtual Game at ICE London 2024
Kiron Interactive, a renowned Virtual Sports and numbers games provider, will use the upcoming ICE 
London 2024 to reveal an array of its new products. Ahead of the industry’s largest event to be held 
from February 6 to 8, the provider announces the premiere of its flagship GOAL Premier football game 
set to enhance the gaming perspective and elevate the player experience.

Kiron Interactive boasts its GOAL Premier development features impeccable graphics and innovative 
betting options. The product will debut at the London event to offer visitors an exclusive insight into 
a wide range of high-end features such as the largest volume of motion-capture data ever recorded 
in the industry, the cast of professional football players used to bring the motions to life and more. 
These are made additionally realistic using video effects produced in a highly reputable studio to 
provide a flawless animation and an exceptionally realistic feel that will reportedly take the player 
experience at another level.

Complete Gaming Package:

GOAL Premier is packed with action as games are changing every two minutes to invite to the scene 
the most popular international teams. The action continues with a range of betting options for each 
game. The Kiron’s leading product has been developed using the up-to-date technology to offer an 
immersive graphic and sound design topped with a professional commentator’s narration to 
wrap up the juicy package for the ICE London 2024.

But that’s not all; it seems that the provider makes sure not to slip on the ICE London as it prepares 
an additional gear to rather ensure a smooth slide around the partnering booths at the upcoming event. 
Indeed, Kiron will also avail of the event to launch Penguin Plunge, Crab Roulette and Roach Rou-
lette virtual games. These hybrids of roulette and virtual racing will also couple with the crash games 
Rodeo and Arm Wrestling to wind up a comprehensive studio’s offerings.



ICE London 2024 Presence:

Kiron Interactive will present all these developments from its stand S2-110 at ICE London 2024. The 
attendees may use the opportunity to preview the products and discuss the options to boost own oper-
ations with these developments.

Steven Spartinos, Kiron Co-CEO, reportedly said: “ICE has always been the industry’s showpiece 
event where, if you have something to shout about, then it is the place to do it. 2024 is set to be argu-
ably Kiron’s most exciting in terms of the quality and quantity of new products. As a company, we’ve 
been hard at work for some time now, creating, innovating and breaking boundaries with an unprece-
dented number of new products that elevate the verticals we service.”

Spartinos added: ”GOAL Premier is set to revolutionise the Virtual Sports betting landscape, position-
ing Kiron as the leading provider and serving as the ultimate addition to operators’ portfolio. Our new In-
stant Win and Crash games will provide players with unique gaming experiences they won’t have seen 
before and are sure to love. We invite all attendees to visit us at ICE to experience our new games, and 
we look forward to discussing how we can contribute to enhancing player acquisition, retention, and 
revenue for operators.”


